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Popular artist Tim Fisherâ€™s clear, enthusiastic approach and inspirational artwork makes this

book a delight. Three step-by-step demonstrations showcase the richness and versatility of the

acrylic medium, and how flowers can be portrayed in very distinct styles. The book includes

illustrated sections on the benefits of the materials you will use, and demonstrates the various

techniques that help make the most of your paints.
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"The three demonstrations, covering wild roses, black-eyed Susans and a field of poppies, are most

likely to be of interest and are where you can see the author's techniques displayed to advantage."

â€”The Artist (January 2012)

Tim Fisher is an artist whose background in research informs his instructional method.

It was easy to follow the technique and also the photos are amazing. I am starting Acrylics and I

loved the way the techniques were explained.

Very little to no instruction/direction on the actual painting of flowers! Surprise! Lots of extras and

minutiae of drawing, setting up your studio, selection of brushes/paint etc. etc., little on the actual

step-by-step painting.



This book gives us a different way to paint that most artists don't think of when it comes to flowers.

Good information

If you want a book that teaches painting realistic flowers, this is NOT for you.If you want a book that

doesn't spend more than half its pages telling you about canvas and brush care, this is NOT for

you.If, on the other hand, you want to slap blotches of paint on a canvas, need to learn the basics of

brush care and what a palette knife are for, spend your money here.I'm so ticked off I'm seeing red.

:P

I thought this would be a book full of inspiring abstractly painted flowers like the cover. Instead it is a

mish-mash of uninspiring mostly semi-realistic flower paintings with little instruction. Most of the

paintings are not appealing to me and not what I want to emulate. I was looking for work in a fresh

style that would make me excited to try flower painting. This is not the book I need.

Not what I was expecting. I would not recomend this book.

love book

I was expecting more domeonstrations of the loose and textured style featured on the cover. Most of

the demonstrations were much more photorealistic which I have grown beyond, as an artist.
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